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Implicit Bias

Implicit bias is automatic and unintentional, yet affects our judgements 
and decisions.

It is shaped by our surrounding environment.

PNAS (2019) vol. 116, no. 24, 11695



Implicit Bias in Science

Funding & Resources

Experimental Design

Interpretation of Results

Peer Review

As scientists, we are contributing to and we are subject to implicit bias.



Context N Engl J Med (2012) 367:1562-1564



Darwin on Sexual Evolution

Personality and Individual Differences (1700) vol. 49, 712-716

In Victorian England, Darwin included male superiority in his 
theory of sexual evolution.
• Men must be smarter, stronger, and more talented to attract 

mates.
• Women evolve by consequence of male competition, and 

even still they remain evolutionarily a step behind.



Sexual Differences

Males:

Systemetizing
Logical

Females:

Empathetizing
Social

“Male brains ‘systemize’ and are driven to understand the 
basic rules and laws that govern a system. Female brains 

‘empathize’ and are driven to understand and predict 
emotions in another person.”

Personality and Individual Differences (2010) vol. 49, 712-716



Baron-Cohen on Sexual Dimorphism

154 babies 40% showed any preference

51 neonates’ data was discarded due to “extended crying, falling asleep, or 
fussiness” (33% of the collected data)

Infant Behavior & Development (2000) 23, 113–118



Empathizing-Systemizing

PNAS 2013; 111 (2) 823-828

Ruben Gur
Biological evidence of E-S theory
Studied adult brains with binary categorization

Fail to mention the criticisms of brain imaging
Fail to discuss the effects of neuroplasticity

Intra-hemisphere connections are associated 
with systemizing, male behaviors

Inter-hemisphere and front of brain connections 
are associated with multitasking, and 
emotional, social, female behaviors.



E-S Theory



Implicit Bias in AI
Men are more likely to use the internet than 
women

Internet usage is largely biased by age, 
economic standing, and education

https://www.pewresearch.org/global/2016/02/22/internet-access-growing-worldwide-but-remains-higher-in-advanced-economies/



Implicit Bias in AI

Original Post

https://www.reddit.com/r/midjourney/comments/131ebyk/what_midjourney_thinks_professors_look_like_based/?utm_source=share&utm_medium=ios_app&utm_name=ioscss&utm_content=1&utm_term=10


Implicit Association

Original Post

https://www.reddit.com/r/midjourney/comments/131ebyk/what_midjourney_thinks_professors_look_like_based/?utm_source=share&utm_medium=ios_app&utm_name=ioscss&utm_content=1&utm_term=10


Implicit bias in science

Bring awareness to bias

As scientists, we are contributing to and we are subject to implicit bias.

Make active choices to challenge bias



Bring awareness to bias

The time taken to sort concepts into categories reveals how easy it is 
for your brain to associate the concepts.

Sandra Hofmann
Side note:
This is the slide with the experiment to label bugs and flowers either ‘ugly’ or ‘pretty’



Make active choices to challenge bias

This effect comes from social movements.

From 2007-2020 implicit bias based on sexual 
orientation has decreased by 64%

Psychological Science (2022) 33, 9, 1347-1371



Start now!

Implicit Association Test (IAT) from Harvard

As scientists, we are contributing to and we are subject to implicit bias.



Baron-Cohen on Sexual Dimorphism



Baron-Cohen on Sexual Dimorphism



Baron-Cohen on Sexual Dimorphism

Of the 18 references, 9 of them are 
from Baron-Cohen himself.


